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Introduction

Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is a malignant disease and affected people have
poor overall survival (OS) rates.1-3 Although most AML patients achieve complete
remissions after standard chemotherapy, the majority subsequently relapse with

In patients with acute myeloid leukemia and low percentages of alde-hyde-dehydrogenase-positive cells, non-leukemic hematopoietic
stem cells can be separated from leukemic cells. By relating

hematopoietic stem cell frequencies to outcome we detected poor over-
all- and disease-free survival of patients with low hematopoietic stem
cell frequencies. Serial analysis of matched diagnostic and follow-up
samples further demonstrated that hematopoietic stem cells increased
after chemotherapy in patients who achieved durable remissions.
However, in patients who eventually relapsed, hematopoietic stem cell
numbers decreased dramatically at the time of molecular relapse
demonstrating that hematopoietic stem cell levels represent an indirect
marker of minimal residual disease, which heralds leukemic relapse.
Upon transplantation in immune-deficient mice cases with low percent-
ages of hematopoietic stem cells of our cohort gave rise to leukemic or
no engraftment, whereas cases with normal hematopoietic stem cell
levels mostly resulted in multi-lineage engraftment. Based on our exper-
imental data, we propose that leukemic stem cells have increased niche
affinity in cases with low percentages of hematopoietic stem cells. To
validate this hypothesis, we developed new mathematical models
describing the dynamics of healthy and leukemic cells under different
regulatory scenarios. These models suggest that the mechanism leading
to decreases in hematopoietic stem cell frequencies before leukemic
relapse must be based on expansion of leukemic stem cells with high
niche affinity and the ability to dislodge hematopoietic stem cells. Thus,
our data suggest that decreasing numbers of hematopoietic stem cells
indicate leukemic stem cell persistence and the emergence of leukemic
relapse.
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more aggressive and resistant disease demonstrating the
necessity to improve therapeutic strategies.4-6 As relapse is
the main cause of death, it is important to effectively strat-
ify AML patients according to their individual risk of
relapse and to identify patients who require more aggres-
sive treatment protocols, such as allogeneic hematopoietic
stem cell transplantation (HSCT). Cytogenetic analysis is
so far the most important and reliable risk stratification
tool with specific abnormalities and the degree of muta-
tions indicating cases with good and poor prognosis.
However, up to 50% of AML patients have normal kary-
otypes and can be classified in the cytogenetic intermedi-
ate-risk group that combines patients with highly variable
clinical outcomes.1,5 The systematic analysis and identifi-
cation of AML-specific mutations, such as Fms-related
tyrosine kinase 3 (FLT3)-internal tandem duplication
(ITD), CCAAT/enhancer-binding protein-α (CEBPA) and
nucleophosmin 1 (NPM1), further improved AML risk
stratification, increasing the number of patients who can
be stratified.7,8 Another important improvement in AML
management and risk stratification is the ability to track
minimal residual disease (MRD) in follow-up samples of
patients undergoing therapy; MRD can be assessed by
flow cytometry or molecular analysis of existing muta-
tions, such as NPM1.9
So far, tracking of molecular MRD by polymerase chain

reaction analysis represents the most sensitive approach,
with detection levels ranging from 0.1-0.001%. This
approach is, however, limited by the fact that only 60-
70% of patients have suitable markers that can be moni-
tored on a molecular basis.10,11 In contrast flow cytometry-
based MRD analysis is applicable in over 90% of patients
but its level of sensitivity can be low (0.1-0.01%) and opti-
mal cut off values are debatable.11-13
A completely different approach for AML risk stratifica-

tion has been suggested by our recent study in which we
have shown that functionally normal and non-leukemic
hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) can be isolated from a
subgroup of patients using the CD34+(CD38-)ALDH+

(aldehyde dehydrogenase) phenotype.14 Importantly,
patients suitable for this distinction can be prospectively
identified by their low frequency of total ALDH+ cells
[<1.9% of total mononuclear cells (MNC)] - named
ALDH-rare AML.6,14,15 Patients in whom non-leukemic
HSC (nl-HSC) can be separated represent a cohort with
favorable outcome compared to the rest of AML
patients.14,16,17 However, within ALDH-rare AML, nl-HSC
frequencies vary significantly and even patients without
any detectable ALDH+ cells exist (unpublished observation).18
Studies analyzing HSC in AML have mostly focused on
the cells’ functional and genetic properties. In contrast to
previous studies, we have analyzed how nl-HSC relate to
survival and behave during the course of disease in rela-
tion to disease burden. We have also analyzed the func-
tional properties of nl-HSC in vitro and in vivo in correlation
to their frequency within the bone marrow compartment
which may serve as an indicator of niche changes or com-
petition both facilitated by leukemic infiltration.
Our experimental results show that nl-HSC frequencies

predict outcome and correlate to MRD in follow-up sam-
ples. We hypothesized that the correlation of nl-HSC fre-
quencies, MRD status and patients’ survival can be
explained by an ongoing competition between leukemic
stem cells (LSC) and nl-HSC in the bone marrow niche. To
support this hypothesis, we proposed a novel mathemati-

cal model. Mathematical modeling has been shown to be
a useful tool, improving our understanding of the
hematopoietic system and its diseases, as it allows the
study of processes that cannot be observed in convention-
al experiments. In this context, our model enables linkage
of clinical data to unobservable dynamic processes in the
human stem cell niche.19-23 Based on our model simulations
we conclude that cell competition within the niche is
required to explain the decline of nl-HSC before overt
relapse.

Methods

Sample collection
Bone marrow aspirates derived from 61 AML patients and 11

healthy donors were collected after informed consent between
October 2011 and August 2015. All experiments were approved
by the Ethics Committee of the Medical Faculty of Heidelberg
University. The patients’ characteristics are shown in Online
Supplementary Table S1. The exact time-points of follow-up sample
collection are indicated in the captions of the relevant figures.

Preparation of cells
MNC were isolated with Biocoll separation solution (Biochrom,

Berlin, Germany) by gradient centrifugation and used fresh or
frozen in liquid nitrogen with fetal calf serum/12.5% dimethyl sul-
foxide for future studies. Numbers of nl-HSC were calculated as
described in the Online Supplement. Mesenchymal stromal cells
from healthy donors were isolated and cultured as described pre-
viously.24

Flow cytometry and fluorescence-activated cell sorting
MNC were stained with Aldefluor reagent (Stem Cell

Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada), CD34-APC, CD45-APC-
H7, propidium iodide (PI) or 7-AAD, CD38-PE or CD38-PE-Cy7
(clone HB7) (BD Bioscience, Heidelberg, Germany) as described
previously.14 Cells were analyzed using a BD LSR II flow cytome-
ter and subpopulations were sorted using a FACSAria II sorter (BD
Bioscience). Guided by the percentages of HSC detected in the
bone marrow of healthy donors, 0.01% (CD34+CD38-

ALDH+/MNC) was chosen as a cut-off value to distinguish
between nl-HSC-/low and nl-HSC+ AML (Figure 2C). This corre-
sponds to the 5% percentile of HSC frequencies in healthy indi-
viduals. 

In vitro colony assays
To compare the long-term colony forming abilities of different

subpopulations, we performed the limiting dilution long-term cul-
ture-initiating cell (LTC-IC) assay with HSC-CFU lite with Epo
(Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany) as described pre-
viously.14 To compare progenitor potential of different fractions,
short-term colony-forming cell (CFC) assays were performed
using HSC-CFU complete with Epo (Miltenyi Biotec) according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. LTC-IC frequencies were deter-
mined by L-Calc Limiting Dilution Software (Stem Cell
Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada).

Mathematical modeling
To uncover mechanisms leading to the dynamics observed in

the experimental data, we used computer simulations of mathe-
matical models reflecting different plausible interactions of
healthy and leukemic cells. In particular, we developed a novel
mathematical model describing dynamics in the bone marrow
niche. The model is an extension of our previously published
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model on LSC dynamics in acute leukemias.23 The new model
includes competition of healthy and leukemic cells for niche
spaces and dislodgement of healthy cells from the niche by
leukemic cells. The model is based on a system of non-linear ordi-
nary differential equations, describing proliferation, self-renewal,
differentiation, death and various possible interactions of healthy
and leukemic cells.
For additional details of the study methods see the Online

Supplementary Methods section.

Results

CD34+CD38-ALDH+ cells are enriched for hematopoietic
stem cell potential

Our previous analyses using in vivo and in vitro assays
showed that nl-HSC can be isolated from leukemic cells

in a subgroup of AML patients using the CD34+ALDH+

marker combination (Figure 1A).14 In an attempt to fur-
ther enrich nl-HSC within this compartment we ana-
lyzed CD34+CD38-ALDH+ cells for their in vitro colony-
forming potential in comparison to that of other sub-
compartments including CD34+CD38+ALDH+, CD34-

ALDH+, ALDH- and CD34+CD38-ALDH- cells. Limiting
dilution LTC-IC assays quantifying the long-term
colony-forming ability of tested subpopulations were
performed for 24 diagnostic ALDH-rare AML cases.
LTC-IC frequencies were highest for CD34+CD38-

ALDH+ cells (1 in 2.5 cells) confirming that these cells are
enriched for HSC potential (Figure 1B). Normal bone
marrow samples served as healthy controls and showed
comparable LTC-IC frequencies for CD34+CD38-ALDH+

cells (Figure 1C). Progenitor potential was also deter-
mined by plating the same subpopulations in methylcel-
lulose. The results obtained confirmed the LTC-IC data

Predictive value of non-leukemic HSC in AML
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Figure 1. CD34+CD38-ALDH+ cells are
enriched for hematopoietic stem cell poten-
tial. (A) Example of sorting and analysis strat-
egy of CD34+ALDH+ cells. (B) LTC-IC frequen-
cies of sorted subpopulations of 24 ALDH-
rare AML samples. Results are shown in LTC-
IC per 100 plated cells. (C) LTC-IC frequencies
of sorted subpopulations of four normal bone
marrow samples. Results are shown in LTC-IC
per 100 plated cells. Data are shown as
mean ± SEM.
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with comparable CFC potential for CD34+CD38-ALDH+

cells from leukemic and normal bone marrow samples
(Online Supplementary Figure S1A,B). These colonies also
contained erythroid colonies which have been shown to
indicate the non-leukemic origin of the tested cells.25
Fluorescence in situ hybridization analyses of
CD34+ALDH+ cells were negative for leukemia-specific
mutations (Online Supplementary Figure S2A,B). These
data are in line with results from our previous study, in
which we showed, on a larger scale by polymerase chain
reaction analysis and fluorescence in situ hybridization,
that CD34+ALDH+ cells are functionally normal, non-
leukemic and capable of multi-lineage engraftment in
NSG mice.14

Hematopoietic stem cell frequencies vary in the cohort
of ALDH-rare acute myeloid leukemias
We next systematically determined nl-HSC frequencies

of 61 ALDH-rare AML diagnostic samples and found
highly variable percentages (range, 0% to 0.564%) (Figure
2A). These patients also included two cases without any
detectable CD34+CD38-ALDH+ cells. These two patients
had extremely poor survival and both died of early relapse

(Figure 2A and Online Supplementary Figure S3). Guided by
these observations and the percentages of HSC detected in
the bone marrow of healthy donors, 0.01% (CD34+CD38-
ALDH+/MNC) was chosen as a cut-off value to stratify
ALDH-rare AML patients in order to assess whether nl-
HSC frequencies correlate with disease outcome (Figure
2B). The majority of all 61 studied patients (45 out of 61)
had relatively high HSC proportions (nl-HSC+ AML;
≥0.01% of total MNC) while patients with nl-HSC-/low

AML (<0.01% of total MNC) were less frequent. Since nl-
HSC proportions do not necessarily reflect absolute nl-
HSC numbers, we calculated absolute numbers according
to bone marrow sample volumes, which were available
for 47 AML patients. Results of nl-HSC proportions and
nl-HSC numbers (cells/mL) were consistent and showed
low absolute numbers for patients with nl-HSC-/low AML
compared to healthy subjects and patients with nl-HSC+

AML (Figure 2C).

Non-leukemic hematopoietic stem cell frequency in
patients’ bone-marrow predicts acute myeloid
leukemia outcome
Survival analyses of 58 ALDH-rare AML patients for
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Figure 2. Frequencies of non-leukemic hematopoietic stem cells vary in ALDH-rare acute myeloid leukemia. (A) nl-HSC frequencies of all 61 studied patients [HSC%
of total bone marrow (BM) MNC]. (B) ALDH-rare AML patients were stratified according to the frequencies of CD34+CD38-ALDH+ cells into nl-HSC+ AML (≥0.01% of
total) and nl-HSC-/low AML (<0.01% of total). Representative FACS plots of each subgroup are shown. (C) CD34+CD38-ALDH+ cells/mL frequencies displayed as per-
centages of total MNC and cell numbers as cells/mL of 45 nl-HSC+ AML (median: 0.037%), 16 nl-HSC-/low AML (median: 0.0026%) and 11 healthy bone marrow con-
trols (median: 0.064%). nl-HSC numbers of nl-HSC+ AML (median: 10623) were significantly higher compared to nl-HSC-/low AML (median: 240) (P<0.05). * Only
patients with available nl-HSC numbers were included [35 nl-HSC+ AML, 12 nl-HSC-/low AML and 6 healthy bone marrow controls (median: 3176)].
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whom we had survival data showed a correlation
between nl-HSC frequencies at the time of diagnosis and
survival. HSC-/low AML patients had extremely poor OS
with a median OS of 383 days and median disease-free
survival (DFS) of 197 days, while the median OS and
DFS have not been reached for patients with nl-HSC+

AML. Mean values for OS and DFS were substantially
longer for nl-HSC+AML patients compared to nl-HSC-/low

AML patients (mean OS: 1177 days versus 414 days,
mean DFS: 1214 days versus 284 days) (Figure 3A). The
mutation status of patients with nl-HSC-/low and nl-HSC+

AML did not explain the observed differences in survival
(Online Supplementary Table S1). However, most patients
could be stratified into the intermediate-risk category in
which there are huge variations in patients’ outcomes.

We therefore analyzed the outcome of 39 patients for
whom we had survival data categorized in the cytoge-
netic intermediate-risk group, comparing nl-HSC-/low and
nl-HSC+ AML. This analysis also identified the nl-HSC-

/low AML cohort as a subpopulation with higher risk of
relapse, with a median OS of 361 days (mean OS: 376
days) and median DFS of 150 days (mean DFS: 272 days),
compared to nl-HSC+ AML for which the respective
median OS has not been reached and the median DFS is
1248 days. Again, mean values for OS and DFS were sub-
stantially longer for nl-HSC+ AML than for nl-HSC-/low

AML (mean OS: 1218 days versus 376 days, mean DFS:
1115 days versus 272 days) (Figure 3B). Comparative sur-
vival analysis of patients with nl-HSC+ and nl-HSC-/low

AML who underwent allogeneic HSCT revealed that

Predictive value of non-leukemic HSC in AML
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Figure 3. Patients with nl-HSC-/low acute
myeloid leukemia have extremely poor
survival. (A) Survival analysis revealed
significantly shorter overall and disease-
free survival for patients with nl-HSC-/low

AML compared to those with nl-HSC+ AML
[OS: nl-HSC+ AML (n=43) nl-HSC-/low AML
(n=15); DFS nl-HSC+ AML (n=36) nl-HSC-

/low AML (n=13)]. (B) Within the cytogenet-
ic intermediate-risk group, nl-HSC-/low AML
also represent a poor prognosis group
[OS: nl-HSC+ AML (n=26) nl-HSC-/low AML
(n=13); DFS nl-HSC+ AML (n=24) nl-HSC-

/low AML (n=11)]. (C) For patients undergo-
ing allogeneic HSCT stratification into nl-
HSC-/low and nl-HSC+ AML identifies nl-HSC-

/low AML as a cohort with poor therapy
response (P<0.05) [OS: nl-HSC+ AML
(n=18) nl-HSC-/low AML (n=5); DFS nl-HSC+

AML (n=18) nl-HSC-/low AML (n=5)].
*Patients who never achieved a complete
remission (CR) were excluded from the
DFS analysis.
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even transplantation in complete remission was not suf-
ficient to prevent relapse in most nl-HSC-/low cases. For
patients with nl-HSC-/low AML, the median OS was 446
days (mean OS: 455 days) and the median DFS 242 days
(mean DFS: 310 days), while median OS and DFS have
not been reached for patients with nl-HSC+ AML (mean
OS: 1356 days, mean DFS: 1302 days) (Figure 3C).

Non-leukemic hematopoietic stem cell frequency
predicts leukemic versus multi-lineage human 
engraftment in NSG mice and correlates with 
non-leukemic hematopoietic stem cell in vitro function 
To test whether nl-HSC frequencies are correlated with

leukemia-initiating potential we transplanted 39 diagnos-
tic AML cases from our cohort of ALDH-rare AML (28 nl-
HSC+ AML and 11 nl-HSC-/low AML) in immune-deficient
NSG mice (Figure 4A).
Most nl-HSC+ AML (24/28 cases) gave rise to multi-lin-

eage engraftment and only rarely resulted in AML (3/28
cases) or non-engraftment (1/28 case). In contrast, nl-HSC-

/low AML always gave rise to abnormal engraftment with
5/11 cases leading to AML and 6/11 cases not engrafting at
all (Figure 4A). To test whether nl-HSC derived from nl-

HSC-/low AML are functionally impaired we analyzed and
compared the in vitro potential of CD34+CD38-ALDH+ cells
derived from nl-HSC-/low and nl-HSC+ AML. Results from
LTC-IC assays showed that LTC-IC frequencies of nl-
HSC+ AML (1 in 2 cells) were comparable to those of nor-
mal bone marrow and higher than those of nl-HSC-/low

AML (1 in 7 cells) (Figure 4B). In line with these results, the
colony-forming potential of CD34+CD38-ALDH+ cells was
also higher compared to that of cells derived from nl-HSC-

/low AML suggesting a functional impairment of nl-HSC in
nl-HSC-/low AML (Figure 4C).

Non-leukemic hematopoietic stem cell frequency in
patients’ bone marrow correlates with acute myeloid
leukemia disease status 
To understand the behavior of nl-HSC during therapy,

matched sample series from diagnosis and various remis-
sion time points were analyzed and the results correlated
with those of routine bone marrow and MRD analysis, if
available (for detailed characteristics of the patients, see
Online Supplementary Table S2). Initially, we focused on
four patients who achieved durable remissions after
chemotherapy, which were followed by allogeneic HSCT
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Figure 4. Frequencies of non-leukemic hematopoietic stem cells predict leukemic versus non-leukemic engraftment and negatively correlate with in vitro
hematopoietic stem cell function. (A) Mouse transplantation strategy with examples of AML engraftment (case 1), multi-lineage engraftment (case 2) or no engraft-
ment (case 3). nl-HSC+ AML mostly gave rise to multi-lineage engraftment (24/28) and rarely resulted in AML (3/28) or non-engraftment (1/28), whereas nl-HSC-/low

AML only gave rise to abnormal engraftment with 5/11 cases leading to AML and 6/11 cases not engrafting at all. (B) LTC-IC frequencies of sorted CD34+CD38-ALDH+

cells derived from nl-HSC+ AML (n=13) and nl-HSC-/low AML (n=9) revealed impaired in vitro function of CD34+CD38-ALDH+ cells from nl-HSC-/low AML. Results are shown
in LTC-IC per 100 plated cells. (C) Comparison of CFC frequencies of CD34+CD38-ALDH+ cells derived from nl-HSC+ AML (n=12) and nl-HSC-/low AML (n=10). Data are
shown as mean ± SEM.
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in three cases. We found a consistent pattern in all cases
with nl-HSC proportions increasing over time (Figure 5).
As nl-HSC frequencies were measured by proportions

of total MNC, which can be misleading for time points
after chemotherapy with aplastic marrow conditions or
diagnostic time-points with hyperplastic bone marrow,
we also calculated nl-HSC numbers on the basis of avail-
able volume data (cells/mL). This analysis showed an
increase of nl-HSC numbers in patients who achieved
complete remissions (Figure 5A-D). MRD data were avail-
able for one patient and confirmed the observations that
nl-HSC recover when disease burden goes down (Figure
5A). Some patients had persistent disease after the first
course of induction chemotherapy which correlates with
poor prognosis.5 In these cases we found that nl-HSC did
not recover (Figure 5B and Online Supplementary Figure S4).
In one patient for whom we had many follow-up samples
available we found that nl-HSC remained rare at time
points of persistent disease and only recovered when a
durable remission was reached after allogeneic HSCT
(Figure 5B).

Decline of non-leukemic hematopoietic stem cell 
frequency predicts acute myeloid leukemia relapse
We next sought to examine the behavior of nl-HSC in

patients with recurrent disease by analyzing five matched
sample series from diagnosis, various remission time

points and the time of relapse. In all analyzed samples nl-
HSC frequencies and numbers decreased at the time of
relapse (Figure 6). In this context, nl-HSC numbers
(cells/mL) represent the more accurate measurement of nl-
HSC compared to nl-HSC percentages as proportions can
be skewed by large total cell numbers. Our analysis
showed that nl-HSC numbers decreased during therapy
and never recovered in patients who finally relapsed. For
two sample series MRD data were available with molecu-
lar relapse preceding frank leukemic relapse. In both cases
nl-HSC numbers and frequencies already decreased to low
levels at the time of molecular relapse suggesting that
reduced nl-HSC can predict leukemic relapse (Figure
6A,B). For the remaining two cases no MRD data were
available. However, both cases finally relapsed with nl-
HSC numbers and frequencies decreasing before frank
relapses were detected (Figure 6C,D). For detailed nl-HSC
numbers and frequencies during therapy see Online
Supplementary Table S3.

Mathematical modeling suggests that competition 
of non-leukemic and leukemic stem cells for niche
spaces is responsible for the decline of non-leukemic
hematopoietic stem cells before relapse
According to our observations a decrease in nl-HSC

numbers is associated with the presence of MRD and
always precedes a full-blown AML relapse. Based on this

Predictive value of non-leukemic HSC in AML
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Figure 5. Frequencies of non-leukemic
hematopoietic stem cells recover in
patients who achieved complete remis-
sions. Blast percentages and nl-HSC per-
centages at diagnosis and various follow-
up time-points are shown with the per-
centage contribution of these popula-
tions in total bone marrow MNC of
patients 3-6. nl-HSC numbers (if avail-
able) are shown as cells/mL and MRD
data of patient 3 are shown as CBFb-
MYH11/ABL ratio. Treatment times, time
points of persistence and the event of
allogeneic HSCT are indicated on the
respective time line. Detailed characteris-
tics on this and other AML patients are
described in Online Supplementary Table
S2. CR (complete remission): blast%
<5%; PR (partial remission): blast% 5-
25%; relapse: loss of CR with blasts ≥5%
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observation, we hypothesized that this phenomenon
reflects competition of nl-HSC and LSC for a limited
number of bone marrow niche spaces. Part of this
hypothesis is that LSC have a higher affinity than nl-HSC
for such niches. This increased affinity enables LSC to
dislodge nl-HSC from the protective niche and to occupy
their spaces. Due to a lack of direct experimental confir-
mation, we developed a novel mathematical model to
validate this hypothesis. The presented model can simu-
late different possible scenarios of interaction between
leukemic and hematopoietic cells. These scenarios
include: (i) competition of nl-HSC and LSC for a joint
niche and dislodgement of nl-HSC by LSC; (ii) separate
niches for LSC and nl-HSC, impairment of nl-HSC self-
renewal and/or progenitor cell expansion by the leukemic
cell bulk; (iii) competition of healthy and leukemic cells
for systemic factors such as cytokines, including cytokine
dependence of leukemic cells; and (iv) increased death
rates of hematopoietic cells in the presence of leukemic
cells. Notably, the early decline of nl-HSC before overt
relapse was only reproduced by model simulations in the
presence of a niche with dislodgement of nl-HSC by LSC
(Figure 7A,B). In all other considered versions of the
model, the leukemic blast count increases before the
decline of nl-HSC counts, which is in contradiction to the

clinical observations (Figure 7C,D, Online Supplementary
Figures S7 and S8). This modeling result, together with
the clinical observations, supports the hypothesis that
expansion of LSC in the bone marrow niche and dis-
lodgement of nl-HSC are responsible for the decline of nl-
HSC before frank relapse. This mechanism also explains
the observed correlation of high MRD levels and reduced
nl-HSC frequencies. Furthermore the model helps to
understand possible functional differences of LSC in nl-
HSC+ and nl-HSC-/low AML. Simulations indicate that the
niche affinity of LSC in nl-HSC-/low AML is higher than in
nl-HSC+AML. This may explain the poor prognosis of nl-
HSC-/low AML and its resistance to treatment (for details
see the Online Supplement).

Discussion

Previous studies have shown that ALDH activity alone
or in combination with other markers can be used to iden-
tify nl-HSC in a subgroup of AML patients.6,18,26 In this con-
text, we previously established a prospective stratification
method based on the level of ALDH+ cells separating
ALDH-numerous (≥1.9%) and ALDH-rare (<1.9%) AML.
We showed that in ALDH-rare AML, nl-HSC can be sep-
arated from leukemic cells by using the CD34+ALDH+

W. Wang et al.
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Figure 6. Frequencies of non-
leukemic hematopoietic stem
cells correlate with disease sta-
tus and predict relapse. Blast
percentages and nl-HSC per-
centages at diagnosis and vari-
ous follow-up time-points are
shown with the percentage con-
tribution of these populations in
total bone marrow MNC of
patients 7, 8, 9, 10. nl-HSC num-
bers (if available) are shown as
cells/mL and MRD data for
patients 7 and 8 are shown as
NPM1/ABL ratio. Treatment
times, time-points of persist-
ence/relapse and the event of
allogeneic HSCT are indicated
on the respective time line.
Detailed characteristics of this
and other AML patients are
described in Online
Supplementary Table S2. CR
(complete remission): blast%
<5%; PR (partial remission):
blast% 5-25%; Persistent:
blast% >25%; relapse: loss of CR
with blasts ≥5%. * Patient for
whom only peripheral blood was
available at diagnosis.
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phenotype.14 The present study confirms these data and
demonstrates that the CD34+CD38-ALDH+ phenotype fur-
ther enriches for HSC potential in ALDH-rare AML.
However, despite these functional results it cannot be
excluded that these nl-HSC already carry some leukemia-
specific mutations. These so-called pre-leukemic HSC
have been shown to be functionally normal with the abil-
ity to give rise to multi-lineage engraftment.27,28
In our detailed analyses of 61 patients with ALDH-rare

AML we found highly variable nl-HSC frequencies includ-
ing two cases with no detectable nl-HSC. These patients
had extremely poor survival leading to the hypothesis that
nl-HSC correlate with outcome in AML. We, therefore,
stratified all the patients with ALDH-rare AML, based on
their nl-HSC frequencies, into those with nl-HSC-/low

(<0.01%) or nl-HSC+ (≥0.01%) AML and found that this
stratification was correlated with disease outcome. 
In this analysis, patients with nl-HSC-/low AML had poor

OS and DFS which were significantly worse than those of
the group of nl-HSC+ AML patients. Risk stratification is
particularly important for the identification of patients
who require more intensive treatment strategies, such as
allogeneic HSCT. Classical risk stratification relies on
cytogenetic markers that reliably distinguish patients with
a good from those with a poor prognosis. However, some
patients do not display either good- or poor-risk cytoge-
netics resulting in a large cohort of cytogenetic intermedi-
ate-risk patients who have variable outcomes. The uncer-
tainty in risk prediction for so many patients highlights
the need to improve existing risk stratification approach-
es.1 We, therefore, also analyzed the cytogenetic interme-
diate-risk group according to our nl-HSC-/low and nl-HSC+

AML criteria and detected a clear separation in outcomes
with extremely poor survival for nl-HSC-/low and very good
outcome for nl-HSC+ AML. We also found that nl-HSC-/low

AML do not just have poor survival but are also at such a
high risk of relapse that allogeneic HSCT in complete
remission appears to have virtually no effect on DFS.
These results suggest distinct biological properties of these

subgroups of patients from the cohort of ALDH-rare AML
and may explain the differences observed in our xeno-
transplantation assays. More importantly and also clinical-
ly relevant is the conclusion that these patients seem to
require new treatment strategies in order to avoid
leukemic relapse. 
There are a number of possible explanations for the

poor survival of patients with nl-HSC-/low AML but the
most plausible is competition for identical bone marrow
niches between nl-HSC and LSC which has already been
suggested for acute lymphobastic leukemia and AML.29-31
In our ALDH-rare AML representative xenotransplanta-

tion assays we found that mice transplanted with cells
from nl-HSC-/low AML either failed to engraft or gave rise
to AML which corresponded to their low nl-HSC frequen-
cies. In contrast, nl-HSC+ AML almost exclusively gave
rise to normal multi-lineage engraftment as might be
expected from samples with high nl-HSC frequencies.
However, this difference was most likely not just a result
of increased nl-HSC frequencies but also due to impaired
HSC functionality of nl-HSC-/low AML which we demon-
strated in vitro. The observed in vitro functional impairment
might be the result of pre-leukemic mutations which have
been shown to have variable penetrance within the nl-
HSC compartment affecting up to all tested nl-HSC.27 For
DNMT3A-mutated nl-HSC a competitive growth advan-
tage has been shown in xentotransplantation assays but
for most pre-leukemic mutations the exact functional
impact remains unclear.28 It is, therefore, possible that in
nl-HSC-/low AML the burden of pre-leukemic mutations is
higher with resulting functional impairment. In order to
clarify this observation more detailed functional studies at
the single cell level combined with genetic analysis are
needed.
As transplantation of leukemic bulk mimics competition

of nl-HSC and LSC for niche spaces in vivo, we can infer
from our data that in nl-HSC-/low AML LSC do indeed out-
compete nl-HSC. However, this conclusion is limited by
the fact that nl-HSC numbers are reduced and we do not
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Figure 7. Mathematical modeling suggests that leukemic stem cell niche affinity is responsible for relapse and early decrease of non-leukemic hematopoietic
stem cell numbers. (A) Simulation of nl-HSC counts and blast fractions reproduce the early decrease of HSC before overt relapse. (B) The simulations are based on
the assumption that LSC and nl-HSC share identical stem cell niche spaces. Daughter LSC emerging from divisions can dislodge nl-HSC from the niche and occupy
their spaces. The dislodged nl-HSC differentiate and lose HSC potential. (C) Scenarios without direct niche competition and without nl-HSC dislodgement cannot
reproduce the early decrease of nl-HSC counts. (D) The simulation depicted in (C) is based on the assumption that nl-HSC and LSC reside in different niches and
that leukemic cells inhibit nl-HSC self-renewal.
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know the exact LSC number for the cases we transplanted.
A better and less artificial way to approach competition

between nl-HSC and LSC is the analysis of serially collect-
ed samples from patients undergoing chemotherapy. In
this analysis we found clear patterns for patients who
achieved long-term remissions and those suffering from
relapse. In cases of long-term remission nl-HSC frequen-
cies and numbers recovered, even when strongly sup-
pressed initially. In contrast, in patients who relapsed after
a short period of remission nl-HSC frequencies and num-
bers decreased when leukemic activity was detectable,
even at time points when only MRD could be measured.
Suppressed nl-HSC numbers were always followed by
leukemic relapse with some cases in which nl-HSC never
recovered and other cases in which nl-HSC decreased
after a short time of recovery. Comparison of matched
diagnostic and relapse samples showed that nl-HSC num-
bers (cells/mL) were always massively reduced at frank
relapse compared to diagnostic time-points, which may
be the result of clonal selection of more aggressive sub-
clones (Online Supplementary Table S3).
To support our hypothesis of nl-HSC and LSC competi-

tion for identical bone marrow niches we developed a
mathematical model that enables clinical data to be linked
to processes in the stem cell niche that cannot be observed
directly. We used computer simulations of models describ-
ing different mechanisms to conclude that niche competi-
tion with active dislodgement of nl-HSC (independent of
HSC cell divisions) is required for the early decline of nl-
HSC as observed in this study. Scenarios lacking niche
competition (e.g. separate niches to support nl-HSC and
LSC) do not reproduce the experimental observation.
Importantly, this result is independent of cytokine-depen-
dence of leukemic cells. The dislodgement of nl-HSC from
the niche explains the correlation of reduced nl-HSC
counts and MRD. Model simulations also suggest that the
niche affinity of leukemic cells is higher in nl-HSC-/low AML
than in nl-HSC+ AML.
Translated into our setting, HSC-negativity would rep-

resent cases in which LSC have occupied bona fide HSC
bone marrow niches, which have been described to be of
limited number, thereby squeezing out nl-HSC.32-34
Together with clinical data the modeling results lead to the
conclusion that dislodgement of nl-HSC from the niche is
a relevant mechanism in nl-HSC-/low AML
Supporting our hypothesis, real-time imaging studies

performed in xenotransplantation assays demonstrated
that acute lymphoblastic leukemia cells can displace nl-
HSC from their marrow niche by inducing changes to the
microenvironment.30
It remains unclear whether the effect of nl-HSC sup-

pression is a distinct biological property or just a sign of
disease stage. It might be that uncontrolled AML growth
ultimately dislodges all HSC with the differences we
observe just reflecting disease-stage at the time of diagno-
sis. However, judging from our data this seems to be
unlikely as (i) some nl-HSC+ AML display extremely high
white blood counts and (ii) nl-HSC suppression can be
observed in follow-up and early relapse samples from
time points when disease burden is still moderate. Our
data show that at the time of hematologic relapse nl-HSC
numbers decrease massively compared to the time of
diagnosis with no nl-HSC-recovery between these time
points. This suggests that in these cases LSC survived
chemotherapy by occupying the protective bone marrow

niches. Importantly, even allogeneic HSCT did not
improve patients’ overall poor outcome which was poten-
tially caused by a niche occupation of therapy-resistant
LSC. Supporting this hypothesis is the observation that
engraftment of nl-HSC-/low AML patients who relapsed
after allogeneic HSCT was delayed in comparison to that
of nl-HSC+ AML patients who remained in remission after
allogeneic HSCT. For this analysis we compared three of
four possible nl-HSC-/low AML patients who relapsed after
allogeneic HSCT. One patient was excluded because this
patient only received a reduced conditioning regime with
2 Gy total body irradiation/fludarabine and never became
aplastic. These patients were compared to 11 of 12 nl-
HSC+ AML patients who remained in remission after allo-
geneic HSCT for whom engraftment data were available.
For detailed information see Online Supplementary Table S5
and Online Supplementary Figure S9.
Recently a study has been published analyzing the effects

of human AML xenotransplantation on murine HSC and
progenitors.35 The authors observed that after xenotrans-
plantation of human AML in immune-deficient mice,
murine HSC were not depleted but a differentiation block at
the progenitor stage occurred. These results were confirmed
by analyzing a cohort of primary human AML samples.
There are important differences between our study and

the above-described results. We do not consider that a
xenotransplantation model examining murine
hematopoiesis can be used to draw conclusions on human
hematopoiesis in the human bone marrow. Another dif-
ference between the studies is that they only used a cer-
tain subgroup of AML with very low CD34 expression for
their analysis of human bone marrow. In these leukemias,
which are enriched for good prognosis nucleophosmin-
mutant AML, non-leukemic cells can be isolated by sort-
ing for CD34+ cells. In contrast, in our study we analyzed
all subsets of AML and did not limit the analysis to such a
rare and good-risk enriched subtype. Especially in the
poor prognosis nl-HSC-/low AML cohort we found a differ-
ent scenario with decreased nl-HSC numbers. We there-
fore think that their conclusions cannot be generalized to
all AML cases, and in particular to high-risk cases.
Collectively these data suggest that AML show different
behaviors in influencing non-leukemic hematopoiesis
which seem to vary according to their aggressiveness and
niche affinity.
One limitation of our study is that the results present-

ed are only representative of the group of ALDH-rare
AML in which HSC isolation is possible and which
accounts for about 77% of all AML cases, whereas in
ALDH-numerous cases this isolation is not feasible.14
The reason for this is most likely that in these cases nor-
mal HSC and leukemic cells both exhibit high ALDH-
activity. In order to use our approach for outcome predic-
tion in all AML cases a different HSC-isolation strategy is
necessary. Various approaches for HSC isolation from
AML samples have been described.27,28 However, these
studies only analyzed small series and ALDH status was
not reported. Future studies should therefore compare
these approaches in order to test whether nl-HSC can be
isolated from all AML and whether the observed behav-
ior of nl-HSC is universal or specific to the subgroup of
ALDH-rare AML.
Taken together our results suggest that nl-HSC can serve

as a risk stratification tool and as qualitative marker of
MRD in a subgroup of AML patients. These cases may
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also provide a starting point to understand the interactions
of LSC and the protective bone marrow niche.
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